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Moving Up from Year 6 to Year 7
You have been given this booklet because you will soon be moving from primary school to secondary
school. This move (transition) can be a very exciting time, but it is also a time when many young people
feel nervous, worried or confused. These feelings are perfectly normal. Schools understand how important
the move from
Year 6 to Year 7 is for young people and a lot of time is usually spent planning for this transition.
Unfortunately, many of the activities your school might have planned for the Summer Term may not go
ahead this year and you may not be feeling as prepared as you had hoped. You are not alone.
We asked other Year 6 children how they felt about the move to secondary school. Here are some of the
things they said:

Things we are most looking forward to:
•
•
•
•
•

Making new friends
Making a fresh start
New subjects
Clubs
Being more independent
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Biggest worries or fears:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finding my way around the new school
Older kids – what if I get picked on?
Travelling to school – the bus journey
Making new friends – will people like me?
Scary or strict teachers/getting into trouble
Having too much work/homework

This booklet will give you the chance to think about some of the things you are looking forward to in
secondary school. It will also give you a chance to think about the things that you may be worried about.
The dilemmas in this booklet are there to help you to plan what to do in situations where you may feel
worried or uncomfortable. This will help you to feel more prepared.
You might also like to watch this clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWNJCuJc41E
Remember, it’s normal to feel worried or sad sometimes, but if you find that you are worrying too much,
make sure you talk to someone – a friend, a relative or teacher. You could also visit the Kooth website to
get help or advice: https://www.kooth.com/
Durham Virtual School

This is Me!
Draw a self portrait and add in lots
of fun facts about yourself.
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Good Luck!
Moving on to secondary school is an exciting time. What messages would
you like to send to your classmates in primary school?
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Have an awesome time

!

What, when, where, who, why???
I am sure that you will have many different questions you will want to have
answers to. While going through this booklet, use this page to write down
these questions, no matter how silly you may think it is! List them all below so
that you don’t forget any when you get the chance to ask them of someone
from your key people list.

?

E.g. Where should I go if I do get lost in my new school?
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Differences between
primary and secondary school?

There are some examples below, can you fill in what differences you think there
are going to be ?

Primary

Secondary

- One main classroom
- Lower number of students
- One class teacher

- Different classroom for
each lesson
- High number of students
- Different teachers for
each subject

What changes are you looking forward to?
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Excited!
Moving to a new school makes you feel lots of different emotions. Can
you list what you are looking forward to? You can list academic, social,
after school clubs etc.
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Bullying
Are these examples
of bullying?

Everyday, Jimmy calls Mark stupid

Yes

No

Ava laughs at Jake’s jokes
Hannah posted an embarrassing photo of Lisa online
Amy tells other children not to sit next to Gemma on the bus
Liam does not give Paul his phone number when he asks for it

Jake hides Peter’s gym kit every P.E. lesson

Physical bullying
Hitting, kicking, biting.

Verbal Bullying

Social bullying

Name calling, teasing,

Leaving someone

racist remarks

out, spreading rumours

Getting help with bullying
At School – Tell a trusted adult. Tell a carer/parent/social worker/close relative/freind’s
parent or teacher. The school will follow their antibullying policy in order to block it. If you feel
you can’t do that, ask a friend to tell the teacher. There are also support staff, such as the
school welfare officer who you could tell. Outside school – Tell a trusted adult. Tell a carer/
parent/ close relative/ friend’s parent. A youth worker may also be able to help. Continue to
report bad behaviour, no one should be bullied.

Links to other support.
1)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5w7nscs7JM5r7GPvTBjGlDX/anti-bul
lying-week-resources
2)
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/feelings-and-symptoms/bullying/#get-help-for
-bullying
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What do you wish your new teachers knew?
What would you like to tell your new secondary school teachers?
What do you think would help you if they knew?
This could be little worries, bigger worries, something that makes you feel anxious or
something that makes you feel good?
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Traffic Lights
Colour the text in the shapes below using the following colours depending on how each activity makes you feel.
Red – I feel extremely uncomfortable
Orange – I feel uncomfortable
Green – I feel comfortable
Write your own examples in the blank shapes and colour them in.

Working in a
small group

Math

Computers

Drawing
Doing
Homework

PE

Lunch Time

Being Crea�ve
Indoor
ac�vi�es

Reading
Books

Winter�me

Playing an
instrument
Wai�ng
for my turn

Watching TV

Riding a bike
Cooking or
baking

Being a leader

Science

Working by
myself

Asking the
teacher for help

Outside
ac�vi�es
Reading out
loud in class

Wri�ng

English

Speaking in
front of class

Playing Sport

Playing board
games

Working in a
group

Traffic Lights - Helpful Hints
• Speak to an adult.
• Ask a peer for help or advice.
• Talk to a friend.
• Talk to your teacher.
• Try a relaxation activity which you will find further on in this pack.
Choose three of the topics you have coloured red or amber. Write them below.
1
2
3
What do you think you could do to help yourself feel comfortable in these situations?

My New School
Before you start your new school in September it’s a good idea to find out
as much information as you can about it. Using the internet can you find
out the following information…

The name of my new school is...
The address of my new school is...

The telephone number of my new school is ...

The email of my new school is...
The website for new school is...
The head teacher is...

Any other info...
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Key People
There are many different people to help support you in your transition into
secondary school. Here is a list of some of these people. See if you can
find out who each of these people are. You may need some help from your
carer or social worker to find out who they are. Could you find out their
contact details? Who else do you think will be there to support you
through your move? Add them to the table.

Name
Social worker
Virtual School
Caseworker
Carer

Form tutor

Head of Year 7

Headteacher

Email

Mobile

What will your new uniform be like?
Use the internet to find images of your new uniform,
Insert a picture and draw or write about them below.
Type here

Does your new school have a uniform PE kit?
Use the internet to find images of the PE kit and draw or write them below.
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My School Logo
Can you find the logo of your new school?
Use the internet to find images of the logo.
Insert a picture, draw or write about it below.

Type text here

Lessons
Your lessons will change when you move up to secondary school. There will be new teachers for every
subject, the other children in the class will vary from each class and you will see different faces each
lesson. Another thing which is different is moving around the school. All of these changes may seem
scary, but once you have done it, it will get easier. Plus there are always teaching staff around the school
if you ever end up in the wrong place or need to talk to anyone. Try not to worry, every child who is
moving into secondary school has the same worries, you are not alone.

What can you do?

Below are some scenarios you may face when you move to your new school. Can you choose an answer from
those given below to answer each of the questions? You may use each answer more than once or have more
than one answer.
Write the number
of your answers here

You are in the science block and you need to go to English room 1 as stated on your
timetable. You are alone and don’t know where to go. What can you do?
A boy in your new history class keeps poking a pen into your back when the teacher
isn’t looking. What can you do?
You have lost the map of the school and you and your friend have no idea how to get
to PE. What can you do?
You see someone from your new tutor group upset. What can you do?
You were brave enough to ask an older boy in school how to get to Science room 5.
He gave you directions, but you can only remember half and you get lost.
What can you do?
You realise that you have left your pencil case at home. What can you do?
You don’t understand what you need to do for your homework. What can you do?
You have lost your planner. What can you do?
1. Look at your map to see where you are and where you need to go.
2. Ask a friend.

8. At break or lunch time you could find out where your next lessons
are, so you feel confident.

3. Email your teacher.

9. Find the student support area and ask for a new map or directions.

4. Find someone who is in your class and go together.

10. Speak to the teacher in the classroom.

5. Ask another student.

11. Find the student support area and ask for help.

6. Ask a teacher who is nearby for help.

12. Go to homework club.

7. Find a tutorial on YouTube.

Finding your way around
Tom and his friends are finding it impossible to get to lessons. Each
corridor looks the same and they find themselves going round in circles.
Everyone seems to know where to go and when Tom asked for help, they
sent him in the wrong direction. Tom is going to be late for the lesson.

How might Tom be feeling?
What could Tom do in this situation?
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Your School Bag
What will you need to pack in your school bag?
- Think about what equipment you will need to take to school and what other items you
will need.
- Draw a back pack using the image to the right to help you and then draw or write the
items you think you will need inside.
- Top Tip – Make sure all your belongings have your name on.

New Routines
Some of your daily routine will be the same as it is at primary school, some of your routine will be different.
Fill in the table below with what you think your new routine will look like.

Routine
Time to wake up
Get washed / showered
Breakfast
Brush Teeth
Get dressed
Brush Hair
Leave for School
Arrive at School
Finish School
After school club / sports
Arrive Home
Homework
Evening Meal
Leisure time
Get bag ready for the next day
Get washed and ready for bed
Brush teeth
Bed time

You can write your own
here if you prefer.

Time (example 9:00 am)

Travelling to school
Jake will be taking the bus to school from September. He hasn’t tried a
practice journey yet, but he’s heard that it is noisy and crowded. He feels
uncomfortable and has been worrying because he’s unsure what to do.

How might Jake be feeling?
What could Jake do in this situation?
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Money Management
This is the money you have in your pocket.

Count the money. How much money do you have?
Which items would you choose to buy using the amount you have available?
You can choose more than one item.

Chips £2

Pizza £1.50

Noodle Meal £4

Sandwich £2.50

Which meals would you like to see at school?

Muffin £1

Hot Dog £1.50

Doughnut £1

Drink £1

Money Management
Now that you are at secondary school you will be repsonsible for
managing your money on a daily and a weekly basis.
The amount of money I have each week is £ ____________
Some of this money needs to be spent on a daily basis.
Items to be bought

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Snack
Lunch
Travel expenses

Daily total
Weekly Total

Things to look up with help from an adult
• Will you need bus fare for school and how much?
• Does your school use a top up card?
• Will there be school trips that you can save up for?
• Will I need to buy stationary, clothes or books?

Total

School Clubs
Research what clubs and sports your new school has to offer.
Look on the school website, most have a newsletter that they post.
What clubs do they offer?

What extra-curricular sports do they offer?

Which clubs/sports would you be interested in?
Include days and times if you can find them.
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School Clubs
Create a timetable for the clubs you would like to attend.
Day
Monday

Club

Start Time

Finish Time

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Design a poster to get other students interested in and attending the
club you would most like to go to. What information do you need to include?
What is the name of
the club?
What is the club about?
What will you be doing?

Who is the club
available to?
Is it all year groups?
Is it one year group?

Where is the club
being held? What time does the
club start? What �time does the
club finish?

Your poster
needs to get
people’s attention and give them
information. What images are you
going to use? What colours
could you use?
Think about where you are going
to put your titles, text and images?

Do you need to
bring anything
with you?
(What do you
think you might
need?)
Why would you
enjoy going to
the club?
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School Clubs
Write some of your ideas for your poster below before you start drawing.
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School Clubs
Use this page to create your school club poster.

Making new friends
Charlotte is going to a secondary school with none of her friends from her
primary school. She used to rely on her friends in new situations and was hoping
to make new friends on the transition day. Now she’s not sure what to do.
She’ll also be one of the youngest, and one of the smallest, so all the
other kids will seem much bigger and stronger. This will seem scary.
I think she’ll be feeling
nervous about starting
secondary school.

She wants her friends to rely on
and help her, but she’ll be there on
her own.

She really doesn’t want to go
and wishes she’d chosen a
different school.

How might Charlotte be feeling?
What could Charlotte do in this situation?
Try and find out if anyone she knows from other
activities is also going to the same school, e.g. youth
club, Guides, sports clubs etc that she could hang
around with at school.

Join a local club / activity if they are running over the
summer holidays as she will probably meet others who
are going to the same school this way.

If not, she should believe in herself! Maybe this transition will be good for her, as she can
become more confident! Practice her independence over the summer…. Maybe asking for
things in shops, making important phone calls etc to build up her confidence.
See if her new school is
holding any activities in the
summer that she can attend
to get to know others.
I would tell Charlotte not to
spend the whole summer
worrying, these worries aren’t
worth taking up that much time.

If she knows the email address of
her new tutor or Head of Year, she
could contact them and tell them
her worries. I think they would
definitely be able to help. If not,
she can ring / email school (or get
an adult to do it for her) and ask
them to pass a message on.

When the day comes, everybody will
be as lost as she is (even if they don’t
show it), and some people will also be
alone. Most classes have seating
plans for lessons, so she won’t have to
worry about who to sit with. Maybe
she’ll find a new best friend this way!

What makes a good friend?
What do you think are the qualities of a good friend?
- Colour the shape green if you think it makes them a good friend.
- Colour the shape red if you think it makes them not a good friend.

They don’t
listen to me

They
are kind

They include
me

They are
considerate of
my feelings

They
listen to me

They hurt
me

They
share

They leave
me out

They are
supportive

They
are
thoughtful

They take
turns
They are
helpful

They
take things
from me

They
shout at me
They are
honest
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What would you like in a friend?
Write in the shapes below the things you would like in a friend.
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Personal Space
The term personal space means the space between two people. It is different to what you know as social
distancing.
Think of your personal space, the air between you and someone else, as an invisible bubble. You are safe and
happy when this bubble is not invaded by someone else, but once someone gets too close and the bubble pops
this is when you will begin to feel uncomfortable.
The comfortable distance between you and the edge of your bubble will change from one person to another
depending on your relationship with that person and how well you know and trust them.
Read the scenarios below. Have you ever experienced feeling uncomfortable by any?
• Someone stands too close to you
• Someone touched your arm while talking to you
• Someone reads something over your shoulder
• Someone took a pen off the desk you were using
• Someone’s face is too close while they’re talking to you
• Someone you don’t know hugs you
• Someone goes through your personal belongings
• Someone pats you on the back
• Someone goes into your room
People that make you feel uncomfortable by being too close are space invaders. Are you a space invader? Here
is a list of behaviours to look for when someone is feeling uncomfortable;
• The person’s face looks annoyed, worried, confused or uncomfortable
• They put their head down and shrug their shoulders
• They fold their arms
• They avoid eye contact or start to look around when you are talking to them
• They begin to fidget and squirm about when you are standing or sitting next to them
• They turn their shoulder away from you
• Their body starts to stiffen
• They change seats or move over when you sit down next to them
• They move around a lot when you are talking to them
• They back away as you move towards them
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Personal Space
Most people like to have a certain distance they like to keep from others depending on their relationship. The
comfortable space that you have between yourself and someone you know really well, will be much smaller
than between yourself and someone you barely know. An even wider space will be between yourself and a
stranger. Most people prefer more space when they are standing face to face with someone then standing side
by side.

Some basic personal space rules;
• Never touch anyone you don’t know
• Keep a few paces space between yourself and another person unless you know them well
• When someone leans back or takes a step back you are too close and making them feel uncomfortable.
Take a step back.
• Never lean over someone else’s shoulder to read anything unless they invite you to do so.
• Never go through anyone’s personal belongings.
• Never take anyone else’s belongings without asking first. Eg. Loaning a pen or pencil.
• Don’t put your arm around anyone’s shoulder you don’t know well.
• Don’t hug anyone you don’t know well.
• Don’t pat anyone on the back you don’t know well.
• Don’t walk into anyone else’s room without knocking first.

What to do if someone invades your personal space;
• Lean away from the person or take a step back. By doing this they will hopefully take the hint and keep their
distance.
• Come right out with it and tell them that you are uncomfortable with them being too close. You do not have to
be rude by doing this, you can be polite.
• You can give an explanation on why you need some personal space without giving any personal information eg.
You can tell them that you don’t like being too close to people or that you need some more space to work.
• If nothing happens after you have done any of the above you can walk away or
move your seat so that you feel safe and comfortable. Make sure that you speak
to a teacher if this happens in school, so they know what ishappening.
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Stress Management
Stress happens when we feel uncomfortable or worried about something. School can be
a very stressful place at times. Moving to a new school can be overwhelming for a lot of
children. You can divide what triggers stress into different areas. E.g. school, home and
peers. There could be more sections than those examples. Could you section them off
and write a list?

Home
e.g. having to do chores

Peers

e.g. falling out with my friend

School

e.g. I didn’t know what we
did in maths yesterday and I
don’t know how to do my
homework

Dividing up your areas of stress will help you to develop strategies to cope with these stressful moments
easier. Let’s look at an example together...

SCHOOL
Not knowing how to do your homework
You can take this worry and look at different ways of
solving this problem. Remember it is a worry and it can’t
do you any harm, it will pass. But at that moment of time,
when it is creating a stressful situation for you, it really
doesn’t feel like it will go away.

What is the problem?

Not knowing what you need to do to successfully
complete your set homework, which you will need to hand
in at a certain date.

How can you solve this?
Talk to someone. It doesn’t matter what the problem is the
first thing you need to do to reduce the stress of your
problem is to talk about it. Think about who you could ask.
A friend, your carer, your teacher, look online, YouTube
and BBCbitesize etc have tutorials on most maths
problems. You could go to a homework club at school as
there are always teachers there to help. You could go to
see your maths teacher and ask them face to face or send
them an email.
By looking for a solution to whatever is stressful you will
notice the stress becoming less powerful as you are
actively looking to solve your problem.
Once you have picked apart one of your issues that is
making you feel worried and uncomfortable you will be
able to hopefully put this worry away and you can move
onto the next one etc.
Remember-always find someone to talk to. This may not
be the same person for all of the reasons you feel stress.

Relaxation
Starting a new school may be a stressful experience for a lot of children. We all need a little help to relax now and
again. Hopefully some of the relaxation techniques below will help you to unwind and be calm. There are so many to
choose from. You may wish to explore further relaxation activities on the internet eg yoga for kids.
• Imagine you are a feather floating in the breeze
• Have a warm bubble bath
• Run as fast as you can
• Imagine you are a sea turtle floating on the sea ready for a swim
• Tense all of your muscles then release from head to toe individually. You can move head to toe then back up again.
• Watch the clouds floating by
• Draw a picture
• Spend some time with friends
• Imagine you are in a very old shop and find something amazing
• Squish some play dough
• Sing as loud as you can
• Read a book
• Imagine you are a snowflake being blown about by the wind in circles and spirals up high and low swirling round
• Go out for a walk
• Hide under a blanket
• Have a nice long stretch
• Close your eyes be very still and listen for lots of different sounds
• Blow bubbles
• Splash your face with cold water
• Lie down and imagine yourself melting on the ground like an ice lolly on a hot sunny day
• Cuddle your teddy
• Count from 1-10 then 10-1 or to any number you wish, count in 2’s 5’s etc.
• Listen to some music
• Close your eyes and imagine your safe place. Go to your safe place if possible.
• Imagine you are in a balloon ride, taking off up into the sky
• Take a nap
• Dance
• Do some yoga, you can find some yoga for young people on the internet
• Smell something lovely like some perfume, or chocolate
• Colour a picture
• Imagine you are a leaf floating to the ground from a very high branch
• Have a drink of hot chocolate, with a squirt of cream and marshmallows mmmm!
• Run your hands under cold water
• Write about your trouble and let it go
• Have a hug with someone you trust
• Laugh
• Play an instrument

My Worry Monster
When we get worried, our worry monsters jump out and they make us act in a way that we normally
don’t. Let’s look at your worry monster. Think about how your worry monster makes you act, or feel
when they jump out. There are some examples below. You may feel some, all, or none. You may have more
of your own.

Shouts
Screams
Cries
Breaks things
Swears
Bad dreams
Negative thoughts

Tired
Eat more
Eat less
Feel angry
Feel unwell
Have a bad tummy
Feel out of control

Hide
Poor work in class
Loss of sleep
Dry mouth
Dizzy
Fast heartbeat
Can’t concentrate

Muscle aches
Feel sickly
Sweats
Tremble
Twitches
Nervous energy
Fast breathing

My Worry Monster
Your task is to draw a picture of your own worry monster below. You may have more than one! Will they
be prickly or smooth or shaped a certain way? Think about the colour and texture of your worry. Around
your worry monster write down how your worry makes you feel, how does your behaviour change, what
happens to your body? Your worries may all not be linked to school.

My Calm Cookie
Let’s look at your calm cookie.
When the worry monster appears, you need to imagine you are taking a bite of your calm cookie to make
it go away, so that you can relax and feel normal again. Below are some strategies you can use to help
stop the worries you have, or to make them feel not so overwhelming.

Take 5 long breaths
Think of a happy memory
Count to 10
Find a quiet space
Have a drink
Listen to relaxing music
Laugh
Exercise

Talk to someone
Draw a picture
Write things down
Find a safe place
Go for a walk
Positive self-talk

Think of a funny memory
Think of all your good points
Do some Yoga
Eat a healthy snack
Write down 10 positive things in
your life

Think about your future
meditate
Be in control
Take a bath/shower
Read a book
Watch some TV
Do something you enjoy

My Calm Cookie
Your task is to design your own calm cookie. On the previous page were some strategies you can use to
calm yourself. You may have some of your own that work. Below draw your own cookie. Remember to
include lots of yummy ingredients. I would add; white chocolate, strawberry laces, chocolate buttons,
fresh strawberries, chocolate chips, the list goes on and on! Around your cookie write down the
strategies that you can use to help yourself calm and relax when you are feeling worried. Remember
when the worry comes…bite that cookie!

My Calm Cookie
REMEMBER

When you are experiencing anxiety, feeling worried about anything, tell yourself the following four things...

1. It’s just a worry
2. It can’t harm me
3. It wi pa
4. I am in corol

Agony Aunt
Here are letters from children who need some help. Could you read the letters
and write a reply for as many as you can, offering some very good advice?
Dear Agony Aunt…
I feel really stressed at the thought of
leaving primary school. I am moving
up into secondary school in
September. I am starting to worry
about having a huge school to have
to walk round. I think I might get lost
in there. Can you please help me?
Marc, 11, Consett

Dear Agony Aunt…
I am really nervous about going to
secondary school. I don’t have any
friends other than James. But he is going
to a different school so I will have to go
to school on my own with no friends. I
really don’t want to go but I know I have
to as I can’t stay at primary. What do you
think I should do?
Michael, 11, Easington.

Dear Agony Aunt…
I have told my friend about a very
personal thing from my past. I thought I
could trust her and by telling her this
about myself it would make us closer.
But she has told some of the girls in our
class and it is all over the school now. I
am so embarrassed, and people are
talking about me. What can I do?
Annie, 11, Ferryhill

Dear Agony Aunt…
I am worried about being organised
for school every day. I am terrible for
forgetting things and don’t remember
until I get to school. what do you
think I could do to help me to
remember things?
Callum, 11, Durham

Dear Agony Aunt…
Please help. I am starting secondary
school in September and I have heard that
there is a lot of bullying in the school I’m
going to. I am starting to worry about it and
it’s making me a bit scared to go. My friend
is also scared of it too. We are very small
for our age and we both think we will be
made fun of all the time. Please reply and
help us both.
Dotty and Cath, 11,
Bishop Auckland

Agony Aunt
Write your responses to the lettters below.

Handy Hints
Timetable

Carry your timetable with
you at all times. So you can
plan for your day ahead.

Travel

Do you need to catch a bus and
how long does it take to get there? If
you are going to walk plan your route and
try to walk with a friend. Make sure your
journey is safe!

Think

What would you like to get
out of your experience at
secondary school? Remember that
it’s up to you to decide how you will
behave and what kind of
person you will be.

New Friends

Don’t be afraid to talk to new
people and make new friends.
Secondary school is a fantastic
opportunity to get to know lots
of new people and learn loads
of new things.

Ask Questions

Don’t be afraid to ask questions if you don’t
understand something or need help. This is not a
sign of weakness!
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Practical Checklist

Things to consider in preparation for secondary school
Below is a list of things that you could work through with your parents / carers at
home to make sure you feel organised and prepared for starting your secondary school
in September.
- School uniform bought and labelled (check the school website for what is essential)
- PE kit bought and labelled (check the school website for what is needed)
- Stationary – Pen, Pencil, Ruler, Rubber, Pencil sharpener bought
- Find out how to pay for school lunches
- Transport to and from school organised
- Have a trial run of the walk or bus journey to and from school
- Arrangements for the first week checked with the school website
- Swap phone numbers with friends and keep in touch
- Make a list of any key questions you want to ask
- Practice ordering and buying food and drinks over the summer
- Think about joining a club if you don’t already go to one

Quiz Time
1. Give 3 qualities to look for in a friend
2. What’s the address of your new school?
3. What are the colours in your school tie?
4. Name 3 pieces of equipment that you will need to take to school in your bag on a daily basis.
5. Name 3 ways to relax
6. What is the name of your new school?
7. What clubs and activities does your school offer that you would like to join?
8. What is your school logo like?
9. What could you do if someone invades your personal space?
10. What is the name of your head teacher?
11. How will you travel to school?
12. Give 2 differences between primary and secondary school
13. What can you do to calm yourself when you are stressed or worried?
14. Who is your Virtual School caseworker?
15. Who is head of year 7?
16. Give one sign that you are invading someone’s personal space
17. What lesson are you most looking forward to attending?
18. How do you pay for your school lunch?
19. What do you need for your PE kit?

